Extending Your Reach

While many customers use the OpenAir Reporting Suite to manage their reporting needs, many companies have invested in different business intelligence solutions to augment their solutions' capabilities, or to combine data from different systems to create enterprise-wide reports. The OpenAir Business Intelligence Connector allows you to easily extend your services delivery data. Based on the OData connection point, this connector is supported by many reporting and business intelligence applications.

Key Benefits

- Makes capturing and using your OpenAir services delivery data with your BI solution automatic and more streamlined.
- Easy to use.
- Extends your key data to your preferred BI tool.
- Supports OData V4/JSON standards.
- Highly secure.
- Streamlines the ability to use different data elements from OpenAir to create complex reports. Or use your OpenAir data with other data sources to create dashboards and reports in your BI tool.
Simple, Secure, Automated Business Intelligence
The Business Intelligence Connector follows OpenAir security best practices. It’s accessed using OpenAir security credentials and only the saved reports available through your OpenAir permissions settings are available. Administrators can control who can publish reports using role permissions.

OpenAir is the only cloud PSA solution offering this type of functionality, anywhere!

What Is the OData Standard?
OData is a protocol for querying and updating data built on standardized technologies. It’s a uniform way of describing both data and a data model. With the OpenAir Business Intelligence Connector, you can publish OpenAir report data and load it into any business intelligence tool which supports the latest version of the protocol.

To learn more about the OData Standard, visit [www.odata.org](http://www.odata.org).
Publishing Your Data
In just a few clicks, you can get your report data from OpenAir into your OData-compatible business intelligence tool. Once you’ve loaded your data, the sky is the limit—you can combine data from multiple OpenAir reports, create robust and eye-catching charts, and get your leadership the sophisticated reporting information they need in the format they prefer.